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accumulation hole on the
bi-directional cumulative tension
blasting
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This study focuses on evaluating the influence of the energy accumulation hole
diameter on bi-directional cumulative tension blasting. Firstly, the penetration
depth of bi-directional cumulative tension blasting is determined, followed by
an analysis of the corresponding fracture mechanics behavior. Secondly, the
Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is used for numerical analysis
of the bi-directional cumulative tension blasting process, and the Johnson-
Holmquist constitutive model is then employed to examine the dynamic
process during tensile blasting-induced cracking. This analysis provides insights
into damage development, particle distribution, stress distribution, and crack
propagation in the rock at different opening diameters. The findings reveal that,
except for the 2 mm case, bi-directional cumulative tension blasting effectively
produces directional cracks aligned with the energy accumulation direction.
For hole diameters between 4–8 mm, linear through cracks form in the energy
accumulation direction. However, a 2 mm diameter opening only generates
short shear cracks around the blast hole. With energy accumulation hole
diameters ranging from 10–14 mm, the crack propagation depth is insufficient
for complete penetration, despite the presence of linear cracks in the energy
accumulation direction. When diameter exceeds 14 mm, symmetrical airfoil
cracks appear in non-concentrated energy directions, with larger diameters
resulting in shorter crack propagation lengths. During the directional cracking
process for hole diameters of 4–8 mm, explosive particles facilitate crack
expansion in width and length through the action of a “gas wedge.” On-
site blasting tests confirm the excellent directional pre-splitting effect of bi-
directional cumulative tension blasting.
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bi-directional cumulative tension blasting, crack propagation, energy accumulation,
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1 Introduction

Smooth blasting is commonly used in geotechnical and mining
projects to protect the stability of surrounding rocks. Unlike the
other methods merely employing explosives for rock blasting,
smooth blasting can effectively avoid damage to the surrounding
rocks caused by explosive impact, and directional pre-splitting can
be carried out in the specified direction by shaped charge blasting
with appropriate technology, thereby achieving controlled blasting.

Currently, the technology of shaped charge blasting primarily
uses two approaches to attain directional pre-splitting on the
surrounding rocks. Oneway is to adjust the charging form to achieve
uneven stress on the surrounding rock, promoting pre-splitting of
the surrounding rock at locationswith high detonation forces (Chen,
1991; Zhang and Xiao, 2000). Another method is to process the
shape of the explosion hole so that the detonation action prioritizes
directional pre-splitting at the maximum curvature position (Wang
and Youzhi, 1985; Chen, 1998; Li et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2023).
In recent years, another form of smooth blasting, i.e., hydraulic
blasting, which uses water pressure for directional pre-splitting,
has also emerged (Kang et al., 2015; Du, 2017; Sun et al., 2019;
Zhang, 2019; Liu, 2020; Yin et al., 2021; Yin et al., 2022), which
can effectively avoid surrounding rock damage caused by blasting
stress waves and avoid the possibility of coal mine gas explosion
caused by detonation. However, ensuring the integrity of the
surrounding rocks is critical while using the roof-cutting process
in coal mines (Zhang et al., 2023). If the roof is more fractured and
developed, the purpose of pre-splitting blasting cannot be attained
(Cao et al., 2021).

Many detailed research studies have been conducted on theory,
applicability, and numerical simulation for the shaped charge
blasting. Guo et al. proposed deep-hole energy blasting to fracture
coal seams and enhance gas extraction by utilizing a unique charge
blasting structure (Guo et al., 2008;Guo et al., 2009;Guo et al., 2011;
Guo et al., 2018a). Wang et al. suggested compound double wedge
grooving and a self-developed energy blasting device to improve the
tunneling efficiency in soft-rock anchor-spray supported roadways
(Wang et al., 2011). Guo et al. used nonlinear dynamic analysis
to simulate coal cracking and demonstrated the effect of energy
accumulation on themechanical properties of coal (Guo et al., 2012;
Guo et al., 2013a; Guo et al., 2013b; Guo et al., 2013c; Guo et al.,
2019). Yang et al. conducted a comparative test on cutting seam
explosive bags for rapid excavation of rock tunnels, showing positive
results (Yang et al., 2013). Mu et al. investigated the crack evolution
mechanism in directional charge blasting and non-shaped charge
direction through experiments and simulations at Pansan Mine
(Mu et al., 2013). Guo et al. studied the influence of faults on
the generation and development of cracks in blasting enhanced
permeability coal bodies through theoretical analysis, numerical
simulation, and on-site experiments (Guo et al., 2014; Guo et al.,
2016; Guo et al., 2018b).

Similarly, several research studies focused on directional shaped
charge blasting. In order to study the crack characteristics and
stress evolution in deep hole directional shaped charge blasting,
Liu et al. developed a directional shaped charge blasting test system
and analyzed the crack characteristics and stress evolution in the
direction of shaped charge and non-shaped charge (Liu et al., 2014).
Zhu et al. established a rock fracture mechanics model for shaped

charge blasting based on the cavity effect and energy transfer
principle (Zhu et al., 2018). Song et al. used ANSYS/LS-DYNA
software to simulate the propagation and superposition of shaped
charge jet and explosion stress wave. The results demonstrated that
porous shaped charge blasting significantly enhanced the extent
of coal cracking (Yin et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2022). Furthermore,
the study identified the optimal spacing between adjacent holes for
effective porous shaped charge blasting (Song et al., 2018; Yang et al.,
2021). Gao et al. revealed that the crack damage in the hard rock of
the comprehensive excavation face expanded after using directional
shaped charge blasting, achieving the goal of pre-weakening and
the requirement of the comprehensive excavation machine to break
the rock, providing safe and rapid passage of the comprehensive
excavation face through the hard rock reverse fault (Gao et al., 2019).
Liang et al. used theoretical analysis and numerical simulation
to study the propagation forms and crack propagation trend of
stress waves in single-hole, continuous-hole, and interval blastings
(Liang et al., 2020). Deng et al. used a spiral tube-shaped charge
and conducted on-site verification (Deng et al., 2020). Based on the
engineering case study in Qidong Coal Mine, Anhui Province, Hua
et al. analyzed themechanism of basic roof pre-splitting and blasting
crack formation and developed a crack formation criterion based on
tensile strength to determine theminimumquantitative relationship
between the length of the charge and the spacing of the blast holes
during basic roof crack formation, elucidating the rationality of the
model (Xinzhu et al., 2020).

One of the three critical techniques for cutting short arm beams,
which is currently popular in the mining field, is the shaped charge
blasting cutting (Shen et al., 2023).The bi-directional shaped charge
blasting method is challenging to be used on a large scale due to
its high cost. Therefore, this study proposes the use of the Smooth
Particle Hydrodynamics method to investigate the feasibility of
bi-directional shaped charge tension blasting technology. The
Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method represents a
material as a collection of particles, which allows for flexible
description of complex material deformation and distribution.
It is particularly suitable for handling problems involving large-
scale material deformation and flow, such as explosions. SPH can
accurately describe the interaction between explosion shockwaves
and different materials as well as complex boundaries. In this study,
a programming approach will be employed to generate a uniform
SPH particle model, which will be used to simulate the pre-splitting
process of bi-directional cumulative tension blasting.

Currently, research on bi-directional cumulative tension
blasting mainly focuses on principles and cracking mechanisms,
and there are also some simplified mechanical models (Zhu et al.,
2022; Zhu et al., 2024). However, these do not reflect the real
situation of bi-directional charge tension blasting. Additionally,
the effect of the energy-concentrating hole on pre-cracking and
fracturing the rock in bi-directional tension blasting is of great
importance, but there is currently no research on the impact of the
energy-concentrating hole on bi-directional charge tension blasting.
Therefore, Crack propagation due to shaped charge blasting under
varying shaped charge hole diameters was explored by simulating
the crack initiation and propagation processes and compared
with the blasting effect of on-site engineering, corroborating the
practicality and feasibility of this method. The findings of this study
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FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of bi-directional cumulative tension blasting.

provide a reliable reference and theoretical support for directional
blasting excavation of rock masses in tunnel engineering.

2 Mechanism of cracking induced by
bi-directional cumulative tension
blasting

2.1 Principle of bi-directional cumulative
tension blasting

Bi-directional cumulative tension blasting is a directional pre-
splitting technique proposed by He et al. (He et al., 2003), which
utilizes the mechanical properties of rock “pressure resistance
and fear of tension.” As mining explosives detonate inside PVC
pipes with pre-splitting openings under the constraint of the
shaped charge tube, the detonation gas preferentially impacts
the surrounding rocks in the direction of the shaped charge,
forming a directional pre-splitting zone. However, in the non-
shaped direction, the shaped tube delays the time of the detonation
gas impacting the surrounding rock, protecting the integrity of the
non-shaped direction surrounding rock in the early stage of the
explosion. The schematic diagram of the principle and device of
bi-directional cumulative tension blasting is shown in Figure 1.

From Figure 1, it can be observed that the energy accumulation
device (PVC pipe with energy accumulation hole) is located
between the explosive charge and the surrounding rock borehole
wall. Figure 1A is a three-dimensional schematic diagram (for
convenience, the surrounding rock is omitted), which shows that
the energy accumulation holes are evenly distributed along the
z-direction on the energy accumulation pipe and symmetrically
distributed along the xoz plane. Bi-directional cumulative tension
blasting utilizes the directional flow guiding effect of the energy
accumulation holes in the energy accumulation pipe, so that after
the explosive charge detonates, it is preferentially released along
the energy accumulation holes, penetrating the surrounding rock.
The tensile effect of the energy accumulation is then utilized to
induce directional cracking in the surrounding rock. Figure 1B is
a cross-sectional model obtained by cutting the three-dimensional
model on the xoy plane. Since the e energy accumulation pipe is
uniform in length and the energy-concentrating holes are evenly

FIGURE 2
Fracture mechanics model of bi-directional cumulative tension
blasting.

spaced, it is reasonable to study the cracking mechanism using the
two-dimensional plane represented by the cross-section.

2.2 Cutting depth of shaped charge jet

According to shock wave theory, when explosives detonate, the
shaped charge jet preferentially acts on the surrounding rock in the
direction of the shaped charge. The initial pressure exerted by the
shaped charge jet on the surrounding rock can be calculated from
Eq. 1 (Zhang, 1988).

pr = ρzcv
2
j,max/4 (1)

where, pr is the initial pressure exerted by the shaped charge jet on
the surrounding rock; ρzc is the density of the energy-harvesting
material (when the density of the energy-harvesting material is
replaced with the density of the surrounding rock if it is greater than
the density of the surrounding rock); vj,max is the maximum velocity
of the shaped charge jet.
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The initial pressure exerted by the shaped charge jet on the
surrounding rock can only enter the rock and form a jet hole
when it exceeds the ultimate strength of the rock. For symmetric
linear-shaped charges, the penetration depth H of the jet into the
surrounding rock can be given by Eq. 2 (Zhang, 2000).

H = L0ϕ(1+ cos α)√
ρsσzc
ρrσc

(2)

where, L0 represents the length of the energy harvesting hood
busbar; ϕ is the elongation of the jet, generally taken as 2–6; α is half
of the top angle of the energy harvesting hood; ρs and ρr are the jet
density and surrounding rock density, respectively, ρs = 10ρzc/9; σzc
and σc are the compressive strengths of the energy harvesting tube
material and the surrounding rock, respectively.

2.3 Crack propagation at the cutting edge

According to the theory of fracturemechanics, cracking initiates
when the stress intensity factor (KΙ) at the end of the crack is
greater than the fracture toughness of the rock (KΙC). Figure 2 shows
the fracture mechanics model under biaxial-shaped charge tensile
blasting.The stress intensity factor of the rock at the crack tip can be
expressed as Eq. 3.

KΙ = pF√π(R+ a) (3)

where, R is the diameters of the blast hole; P denotes the
static pressure when the explosive particles fill the blast hole; F
represents the correction coefficient of the stress intensity factor,
F = f[(R+ a)/R] (the value of F increases with the crack propagation
length); a represents the crack length, and its initial value is equal to
the penetration depth H. Therefore, Eq. 4 is obtained.

KΙ = pF√π(R+ L0ϕ(1+ cos α)√
ρsσzc
ρrσc
) (4)

If KΙ ≥ KΙC, the initial crack formed by the shaped charge jet
can continue to propagate and expand, otherwise, it stops the
crack. Therefore, the necessary conditions for further cracking and
expansion of the jet hole are given in Eq. 5.

p0 ≥
KΙC

F√π(R+ L0ϕ(1+ cos α)√
ρsσzc
ρrσc
)

(5)

At the same time, it is necessary to ensure that the impact
dynamic pressure of the gas generated in the hole is less than the
ultimate dynamic pressure strength of the surrounding rock to
avoid crushing and damaging the surrounding rock in the non-
concentrated energy direction and improve the effect of pre splitting
blasting, i.e., Eq. 6 should be satisfied.

p0 ≤ Kbσc (6)

Therefore, the directional pre-splitting of bi-directional shaped
charge tensile blasting should meet the conditions in Eq. 7.

Kbσc ≥ p0 ≥
KΙC

F√π(R+ L0ϕ(1+ cos α)√
ρsσzc
ρrσc
)

(7)

Equation 7 shows that the tangential stress generated by
the penetration effect of the shaped charge jet in the direction
of shaped charge tensile blasting reduces the pressure required
for crack initiation and propagation, which is conducive to
the preferential development of cracks in the direction of
shaped charge, thus generating directional tensile cracks and
effectively controlling the direction of crack propagation. However,
explosive gas first enters the cracks in the direction of energy
accumulation due to the preferential development of cracks
in the direction of energy accumulation. At the same time, it
also inhibits the initiation and development of cracks in the
direction of non-shaped charge to a certain extent, which has
great practical significance for controlling the integrity of the
surrounding rock.

3 Numerical simulation methods

3.1 Smoothed particle hydrodynamics
method

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a numerical
method used for simulating fluid dynamics. It discretizes the
fluid into a series of particles and approximates the interactions
between particles using smoothing functions to simulate the
motion of the fluid. The advantages of the SPH method lie in
its ability to handle complex fluid dynamic problems such as
free surface flows, large deformations, and explosions. Due to
the particle-based representation of fluid and solid in the SPH
method, it can simulate irregular fluid shapes and movements,
as well as fluid-structure interactions. Additionally, SPH method
is known for its strong adaptability and high computational
efficiency, making it widely applied in fields such as fluid
dynamics simulation, computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and
numerical modeling.

The basic principle of the SPH method is to represent the
fluid particles as a series of discrete points and approximate the
interactions between particles using smoothing functions. Common
smoothing functions includeGaussian functions or spline functions,
and the accuracy of the particle approximation and computational
precision can be controlled by adjusting the smoothing parameters.
In the SPH method, the motion equation of the particles is
derived from Newton’s second law, where the acceleration of the
particles is equal to the resultant force and resistance acting on the
particles. During the computation, the SPH method uses particle
approximation to represent physical quantities such as density,
velocity, and pressure, and establishes mathematical models based
on physical equations to obtain the fluid’s motion state through
numerical solutions.

3.2 Determination of model parameters

In the numerical calculations of this study, the lithology of the
coal mine roof was considered as granite instead of the commonly
assumed sandstone. This is mainly because for sandstone roofs that
are well-preserved and relatively intact, key mechanical parameters
such as elastic modulus, tensile strength, shear strength, and
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compressive strength are comparable to those of granite. Moreover,
considering that obtaining JH2 model parameters for sandstone
is relatively difficult, while there is a wealth of literature available
for reference on JH2 model parameters for granite (He et al.,
2017). By using the Johnson-Holmquist model, we are able to
simulate the stress and crack propagation behavior of granite under
dynamic loading conditions. This model is suitable for short-
duration, high-intensity dynamic loading conditions and accurately
captures the behavior under large strains, high strain rates, and high
pressures. Combined with the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
method, we can study the crack propagation behavior during the
process of energy-concentrating tension blasting more accurately.
By adjusting the relevant parameters, we can further understand
the laws andmechanisms of crack propagation, providing important
theoretical support for the safe production and engineering practices
in coal mines.

The shaped charge tube adopts common PVC pipematerial, and
in the calculations, itsmodel selection is the plastic kinematicmodel.
The plastic kinematic model is a mechanical model that describes
the plastic deformation of plastic materials. It is based on the
relationship between plastic strain rate and stress state, considering
the influence of strain history and stress state on plastic behavior of
materials. By establishing a nonlinear relationship between plastic
strain rate and stress-strain history, the plastic kinematic model can
more accurately simulate the complex plastic behavior of plastic
materials under different stress states and strain paths. The relevant
material parameters of the PVC pipe in this study are referenced
from (He et al., 2017).

2# emulsion explosive is used in this study. In the model
calculations, the high explosive material model (MAT_HIGH_
EXPLOSIVE_BURN) is employed. This model is used to simulate
the behavior of pressure, temperature, and combustion reactions
during explosive detonation. The model combines a state equation
model (JWL) that describes the pressure-volume relationship of
detonation gases, accurately simulating the expansion and pressure
propagation processes of explosive detonation products. TheMAT_
HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN model incorporates high explosive
material properties, including detonation velocity, heat of explosion,
combustion coefficient, and other parameters, as well as the
interaction between the explosive and the surrounding medium. By
using the MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN model, the explosive
behavior under various environmental conditions can be simulated,
including explosion pressure, shock wave propagation, composition
and diffusion of explosive products, and more. This model finds
wide application in the fields of explosion mechanics, weapons
and ammunition, and mining engineering. These parameters
are obtained through experimental measurements or empirical
formulas and are adjusted based on practical application conditions
(He et al., 2017).

4 Blasting process simulation under
different hole diameters

The simulations in this study were performed using the LS-
DYNA solver. LS-DYNA is a powerful explicit dynamics analysis
program widely used for simulating various complex problems in
the real world, especially nonlinear dynamic impact problems such

as high-speed collisions, explosions, andmetal forming of nonlinear
structures. The solver has a rich library of composite material
constitutive models and solution algorithms, supporting almost all
mainstream failure criteria and Shell, Tshell, and Solid elements.
It can simulate composite material-related problems including
static strength, impact, collision, and manufacturing processes.
The second part derives the penetration depth H of the explosive
and the fracture mechanics criteria for initiation. The numerical
simulation studies the entire process from ignition to penetration,
crack propagation, and breakthrough. The penetration depth H
represents the maximum depth of the explosive penetrating into the
surrounding rock in shear form after contacting the rock through
the energy-concentrating hole, corresponding to the parameter “a”
in Section 2.3.

This study calculated the fracturing effects of bi-directional
cumulative tension blasting under 10 different energy accumulation
hole diameters. Figure 3 shows the particle models of the
accumulation device and explosive cartridge for the 10 diameters,
corresponding to A∼J with accumulation hole diameters of 2 mm,
4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm, 12 mm, 14 mm, 16 mm, 18 mm, and
20 mm, respectively. The particle model in Figure 3 is generated
by using the self-adaptive equilateral triangle method, and
forms by coupling the internal explosive particles and external
energy accumulation pipe particles. It can be seen that the
particle distribution in the model is uniform and reasonable,
and there will be no problem of uneven stress distribution
caused by local particle unevenness. The computational domain
has a diameter of 1,000 mm, with the accumulation device
located at the center. The external boundaries are non-reflecting
boundaries.

4.1 Bi-directional cumulative tension
blasting process (taking 4 mm diameter as
an example)

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the length and angle
of cracks generated in the rock mass during shaped charge blasting
with a diameter of 4 mm. It can be seen that the initial directions of
the two main cracks occur at positions 0o and 180o, respectively, in
the two energy accumulation directions. At 0.03 ms, these two cracks
shifted to positions 9.0° and 170.5°, with an offset of about 10°. At
0.5 ms, these two cracks shifted to 1.4° and 179.3°, and the crack
length reached 0.5 m, achieving continuity. It can be seen that the
crack propagation in the pre-crack direction can be well controlled
when the diameter of the opening is 4 mm.

Figures 5, 6 show the crack propagation and the movement
of material particles with time, respectively. The crack length is
32.3 mm at 0.03 ms, while it reaches 149.6 mm at 0.13 ms. The crack
is penetrated at 0.5 ms, and the length of the unilateral crack reaches
500 mm, indicating more stable and linear crack propagation. As
shown in Figure 6, the particles are only in the internal movement
of the polytunnel at the beginning of the explosion, t = 0.3 ms,
which is due to the impact of the explosive particles and polytunnel
tensile action, while the first crack is formed in the polytunnel hole
position. As the explosion continues, the high-strength pressure
formed by the explosive particles on the energy harvesting tube
causes continuous tensile cracks and crack propagation near the
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FIGURE 3
Diagram of 10 types of particle models of the accumulation device and explosive cartridge.

FIGURE 4
Correlation curve between crack extension length and cracking angle.

energy harvesting hole. Explosive particles also slowly penetrate
rock fractures, ultimately accelerating the fracture of directional
cracks in the form of “gas wedges.”

Figure 7 shows the Von Mises’s stress cloud map. It is seen
that the maximum equivalent stress always occurs near the blasting
hole. At 0.03 ms, the two initial cracks in the direction of energy
accumulation at 0o and 180o started to expand significantly. At
0.13 ms, high-stress concentration can be observed at the crack tip,
and stress waves propagate outward. At 0.2 ms, stress waves are
reflected and superimposed, and the crack tip accelerates forward.
The high-stress zone also weakens with time due to the continuous
release of crack propagation energy.

4.2 Characteristics of crack propagation
under different energy accumulation hole
diameters

Figure 8 shows the relationship curve between crack
propagation length and angle under different hole diameters. When
d =2 mm, crack cracking is limited to a small range around the
blast hole, indicating that the shaped charge tube restricts the
initiation and development of directional cracks. When d = 4 mm,
the directional crack achieves good penetration, and the linear effect
is good.The cracks in the 0° and 180° directions are controlledwithin
the offset range of 2°. When d = 6 mm and 8 mm, accompanying
cracks of 188° and 203° also appeared in addition to the initiation
and penetration of directional cracks, respectively. In addition,
the average deviations of cracks in these two cases were 4.2° and
2.3°, respectively. For d = 10 mm and 12 mm, crack penetration
cannot be achieved, although longer linear cracks can still appear in
the direction of the energy accumulation. The displacement of the
cracks in the direction of the energy accumulation further expands,
reaching 10.2° and 6.1°, and the length of the half cracks also
increases. As d increases, the crack propagation length decreases
in the direction of energy accumulation. The crack propagation in
the right direction of energy accumulation only reaches 167 mm
when d = 20 mm.

Thus, it is deduced that the diameter of the shaped energy hole
for biaxial tensile shaped charge blasting should be between 4 mm
and 10 mm in order to form a linear crack, and the shaped energy
cracking effect is optimal at 4 mm diameter, with the linear crack
being the best.

4.3 Pre-cracking characteristics for
different energy accumulation hole
diameters

The intuitive process of crack cracking in bi-directional
cumulative tension blasting under different shaped charge hole
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FIGURE 5
Crack propagation process diagram.

FIGURE 6
Motion of material particles in the process of pre-cracking process.

FIGURE 7
Variation of equivalent stress field during pre-cracking process.

diameters is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the crack only
develops around the blast hole and does not form a linear crack
when d = 2 mm. When d = 4 mm, the crack has a good linear
shape and achieves continuity in the calculation area. For d = 6 mm
and 8 mm, the cracks still exhibit a particular linear shape, except
for deflection and accompanying cracks in the direction of 188°.
Symmetrical airfoil cracks of varying lengths appear on the left
and right sides as d increases. Although the cracks have a certain
straightness at d = 10 mm and 12 mm, they do not penetrate. The
crack length continuously decreases and deviates from the direction
of the energy accumulation hole for d = 14 mm. When d = 20 mm,
the crack propagation length in the right energy accumulation
direction is already below 200 mm, whereas the crack propagation
length in the left energy accumulation direction is merely 78.9 mm.
Thus, the effect of biaxial tensile energy accumulation cracking is
poor.

4.4 Particle penetration characteristics for
different energy accumulation hole
diameters

Figure 10 shows the distribution patterns of rock, shaped charge
tube, and explosive particles at t = 0.5 ms under different hole
diameters (opening). For d = 2 mm, the explosive particles are
constrained within the shaped charge tube and do not attack the
rock interior.The explosive particles pass through the shaped charge
tube and directly enter the rock crack for d = 4 mm. The deepest
invasion depth of the explosive particles reaches 230 mm, indicating
that the explosive particles themselves, as a high-pressure gas, also
enter the rock crack to drive the crack forward, called the “wedge”
effect. When d = 6 mm and 8 mm, the maximum invasion depths
of explosive particles are 200 mm and 165 mm, respectively. The
direction of movement of explosive particles also confirms that
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FIGURE 8
Correlation curves between crack length and cracking angle for different opening diameters (t = 0.5 ms).

FIGURE 9
Final morphology of crack propagation under different opening diameters (t = 0.5 ms).

biaxial tensile shaped charge blasting has a good linear pre-splitting
effect in this case. After d = 10 mm, the area where the explosive
particles come into contact with the rock also increases due to the
continuous increase of the diameter of the shaped charge hole. The
positions where the explosive particles enter the rock are mainly at
both ends of the hole diameter, and the explosive particles do not
significantly invade the rock matrix in the pre-splitting direction,
resulting in wing-shaped cracks, which cannot achieve a significant
linear pre-splitting effect.

In summary, the linear effect of biaxial tensile shaped charge
blasting is optimal when d = 4 mm, followed by the linear effect of

biaxial tensile shaped charge blasting when d = 6 mm and 8 mm.
However, the explosive particles can enter the crack well in both
cases, further accelerating crack propagation.

4.5 Influence mechanism of energy
accumulation hole diameters

The mechanism of the influence of energy accumulation hole
on bi-directional cumulative tension blasting is a complex issue
involvingmultiple physical and chemical processes. In bi-directional
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FIGURE 10
Final morphology of material particle motion under different accumulation hole diameters (t = 0.5 ms).

FIGURE 11
On site application of bi-directional cumulative tension blasting.

cumulative tension blasting, the design and processing of energy
accumulation holes have a crucial impact on the blasting effect. The
diameter of the energy accumulation hole determines the initial
energy density of the bi-directional cumulative tension blasting and
directly determines the initial penetration depth of the bi-directional
cumulative tension blasting.

In the simulations of this study, good linear pre-cracking effects
were obtained when the diameter of the energy accumulation hole
was between 4 mm and 10 mm. When the diameters of the energy
accumulation hole are less than 4 mm, the blasting effect is similar
to that of conventional blasting. When the diameters of the energy
accumulation hole are greater than 10 mm, the linear pre-cracking
effect begins to decrease. There are two main reasons for these
phenomena: Firstly, in terms of energy density, the energy density

passing through the energy accumulation hole varies with different
diameters. When the diameters of the energy accumulation hole
are less than 4 mm, the energy passing through is insufficient,
resulting in no effect. When the diameters of energy accumulation
hole are greater than 10 mm, the energy density passing through
the energy accumulation hole is dispersed due to the enlargement
of the hole, resulting in cracks appearing at locations with larger
curvature, such as symmetrical wing-shaped cracks. When the
diameters of the energy accumulation hole are between 4 mm and
10 mm, the energy density passing through the energy accumulation
hole is most suitable. Secondly, in terms of the mechanism of
explosive driving, when the diameters of the energy-concentrating
hole are between 4 mm and 10 mm, the surrounding rock has better
penetration depth in the energy-concentrating direction, and the
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internal pressure exerted on the surrounding rock forms a tensile
effect in the energy-concentrating direction, which ismore favorable
for crack propagation.

4.6 Field applications

Figure 11 demonstrates the practical implementation of bi-
directional cumulative tension blasting in the field. It is evident
that bi-directional cumulative tension blasting effectively achieves
directional pre-splitting when the parameters are appropriately
designed, resulting in linear cracks.The bi-directional tensile shaped
energy blasting alsomaintains a reasonable half-hole rate during on-
site roof cutting in coalmines.This ensures the suitability of the roof-
cutting pressure relief and self-forming roadway technology without
the need for coal pillars.

5 Conclusion

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method was employed to
investigate the pre-splitting mechanism and crack propagation of
bi-directional cumulative tension blasting under varying energy
accumulation hole diameters. The following key findings were
derived from the obtained results:

1) The initial penetration depth of explosive particles was
determined through analysis and incorporated into the
fracture mechanics model for bi-directional cumulative
tension blasting crack propagation. Fracture mechanics
criteria were derived to drive crack propagation, and a
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics model was established for
bi-directional cumulative tension blasting.

2) The diameter of the energy accumulation hole has a direct
impact on the directional pre-splitting effect of bi-directional
cumulative tension blasting. Optimal linear pre-splitting is
achieved when the diameter of the energy accumulation hole
is 4 mm, followed by 6 mm and 8 mm. If the diameter of
the energy accumulation hole is less than 4 mm or exceeds
8 mm, the directional pre-splitting length and angle in the
direction of the shaped charge are compromised. Moreover,
larger diameters result in a diminished effect of bi-directional
cumulative tension blasting.

3) On-site tests of bi-directional cumulative tension blasting
demonstrate that, with appropriate parameter design, this
blasting technique yields favorable seam formation, validating
the feasibility and practicality of bi-directional charge tension
blasting.

These findings provide valuable insights into the design
and optimization of bi-directional cumulative tension blasting,

highlighting its potential for effective seam formation in practical
applications.
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